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Abstract. The development of information systems follows a long and complex process in which various actors are involved. We report an experiment in which we observe the evolution of the analysis model of an information system through 15 successive versions. We use indicators on the underlying concept lattices built by applying Relational Concept Analysis (RCA) to each version. RCA is an extension of FCA which groups entities based on characteristics they share, including links to other entities. It here helps in analyzing their evolution. From this experience, we establish recommendations to monitor and verify the proper evolution of the analysis process.
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1 Introduction

In thematic domains, like environment and territories, the development of information systems often involves many actors and scientists with different (sometimes opposed) viewpoints on a complex and heterogeneous knowledge. The analysis is often conducted during sessions with a different team each time, interspersed with consolidation meetings to cross-check and merge various viewpoints on business concepts or on subsets of UML (Unified Modeling Language) models. Methods and tools are thus welcome to accompany the evolution of systems.

To study the evolution of a system, classical model indicators can be used such as the number of elements of various kinds (classes, methods, etc). However, those indicators do not reveal more complex evolutions such as the precision in the description of model elements, or the level of abstraction and factoring. We thus propose to base evolution analysis not only on classical indicators but also on indicators provided by the application of Formal and Relational Concept Analysis to the successive models. Indeed, Formal Concept Analysis [7] groups together similar business concepts, highlights and brings out new, more abstract, business concepts about which the scientists may not have thought,
since the scientists are not necessarily interested in the overall model (experience shows that scientists focus their analytical efforts on the parts of the model they are familiar with or that is needed for their research). Furthermore, FCA removes duplications in a systematic way, by creating new abstractions (within a robust process that leads to a unique solution). The result of the FCA process for a class model of an information system is the equivalent of a normal (non-redundant) form. FCA has been used over years for this purpose [9] and is used in an iterative manner in Relational Concept Analysis (RCA [12]) to take into account the richness of the relations between classes, attributes, methods, etc. Because FCA produces a normal form, it offers a framework for comparing the successive versions of the model, disregarding the potential lack of factoring and of abstraction.

In this paper, we report such observation on the evolution of the class model of an information system through 15 successive model versions of the system. We observe a set of indicators, and establish recommendations to use those indicators to monitor and verify the proper evolution of the analysis process. The model under study, Pesticides, is described in Section 2. Section 3 explains how lattices on class models can be built thanks to RCA. In Section 4, we introduce indicators on the normal forms and we observe the evolution of those indicators on Pesticides. We position our work relatively to the literature in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and gives perspectives of this work.

2 Case Study: the business model Pesticides

The project under study is called Environmental Information System for Pesticides (EIS-Pesticides). It aims at defining an information system grouping together the knowledge and the information produced by two teams: the first one (Transfer team), is specialized in the study of the transfer of pesticides to the rivers and the second one (Practice team) mainly works on the agricultural practices of farmers. UML is used to capitalize the knowledge of the thematicians within an analysis model which will be transformed into the schema of the database. During this analysis phase, the adopted methodology consisted to archive the models after each major change. This section answers two questions: i) what was the Pesticides model "life" during the analysis phase? ii) what was the evolution of the numbers of model elements?

2.1 A brief history of the Pesticides model

We thus have 15 versions for the Pesticides model [16]. The V0 is the result of a first analysis of a set of documents and data from the Transfer Team. This V0 model is free of superclasses. The V1 version has been produced during the first analysis session with the Transfer team, where the composite design pattern has been used to organize the hydrographic entities but also those of the landscape. A model refactoring activity and a decomposition in three packages lead to the V3: superclasses have been added and several associations have
been removed. During the next meeting, the model of agricultural activity was detailed, producing a strong increase of the number of classes and consequently the number of model elements (V4 model).

As the model on the activity of metrology was not correct, it was entirely reanalyzed in the V5 model. A copy of the corresponding package was made in order to avoid the loss of concepts, thus producing a strong increase of the model elements. The V6 model results from business concept refinement. To obtain V7, the project leader has removed the remaining concepts wrongly introduced copying the activity model of metrology, thus the model elements number has strongly decreased. The V8 model results from the assignment of a type to all the attributes, and the specification of all the features of the associations (name, cardinalities, name roles). In the V9 model, a pictogram-based language [17, 18] was introduced for spatiality (point, line and polygon) and temporality (time point and time period) notions, it has resulted in the deletion of attributes and their substitution by stereotypes. The next versions (V10 to V14) result from classical analysis: refactoring, errors corrections and specification of some non-detailed items.

2.2 Evolution of the numbers of Pesticides model elements

In this section, we analyze the quantity of the included model elements on different versions of the Pesticides model. We study the number of classes (#Classes\(^1\)), attributes (#Attributes), associations (#Associations) and the total. Figure 1 shows those metrics for the 15 versions.

![Fig. 1. Evolution of the different model elements](image)

#Classes: The number of classes globally increases (except in a few steps): from about 50 classes in V0 to more than 170 classes in V14. The increase from V0 to V3 is explained by the deepening of V0. New business concepts continue to be added up to V4, as the analysis progresses. At V5, classes are duplicated, explaining the large increase. The decreasing between V6 and V7 corresponds to the cleaning-up done by the project leader. Two stable plateaus are observed

\(^1\) #Classes means number of classes
from V8 to V10 and V11 to V14. The increase from V10 to V11 corresponds to a big design activity.

#Attributes: When the attribute number increases, this may indicate that business concepts are more precisely described. This is the case between V0 and V1. The introduction of superclasses (more general business concepts) in V2 may explain the decrease of the attribute number, because redundancies may have been removed. Large increase from V4 to V5 may be explained by the duplication of a package and decrease between V6 and V7 by the cleaning-up activity. From V10 to V11, a very slight increase indicates that actors have added some precision on the existing business concepts.

#Associations: This metric is an indicator of the relational description of the business concepts. A slight decrease is observed for the very first versions (V0 to V3) followed by a moderate growth in recent versions of the model. This reflects two work phases. In the first, the trainee model was completely restructured, and the decrease may be explained by the introduction of superclasses. Associations may have been factored out on those superclasses. Then, new points of view brought by the different actors may explain the growth.

3 Relational Concept Analysis and model normalization

Like FCA [10], the RCA framework can be used to produce normal forms for UML models that eliminate redundant descriptions, add all the implicit specialization relationships and highlight relevant abstractions. Such a normalization can be seen as the transposition of the normalization step [4] used for the design of relational databases. We illustrate these characteristics on the model of Figure 2 which contains attribute redundancies (e.g. Device Type) and associations which deserve to be generalized (e.g. Groundwater Instrumentation and Rainfall Instrumentation). An FCA approach applied to such a UML model would, for example, describe the classes by their attributes names, the associations by their roles names and attributes by their type name. The description is given in the form of binary tables called formal contexts. The result of FCA is a lattice of concepts: the entities taken into account in the formal context are grouped according to the properties they share. The discovered groups of entities sharing properties are called concepts. Concepts are formed by maximal sets of entities (the extent of the concept) sharing maximal sets of common properties (the intent of the concept). They are organized in a classification with a lattice structure. The obtained lattice enables to find higher level superclasses like Measuring Device which factorizes the attribute Device Type. But new discovered abstractions (e.g. on classes) cannot be exploited to discover other abstractions (e.g. on associations, etc.).

To go beyond, RCA extends FCA on a context family. This family, composed of formal contexts and relational contexts, is called Relational Context Family (RCF). RCA iterates on the RCF and builds several lattices, one for
each context representing a model entity\(^2\), that are then used to normalize the UML model. The normal form for the Measuring station model is shown in Figure 3. As the relational contexts encode the relationships between the various entities, we use them in particular to formalize (through roles) the UML notion of association between classes. The iterative procedure of RCA first finds the class Measuring Device (given by the expert), then the role of type Measuring Device (Devices), and later the association Instrumentation (named by the expert) which generalizes the associations Groundwater Instrumentation and Rainfall Instrumentation. Due to the cardinality of the new association, the semantics of the model is changed. We should add an OCL constraint to allow only one instance of Rain Gauge and one instance of Piezometer. In this work, we use the lattices that are at the origin of these normal forms as a framework to better compare models and understand their evolution.

\[\text{Fig. 2. Extract of the measuring station model}\]

\[\text{Fig. 3. Refactored model of the Measuring station model (see Fig. 2)}\]

4 Evolution through the indicators on the lattices

4.1 Studied RCA configurations

We denote \textit{RCA configuration} the choice of the elements, the features and the relations that have to be taken into account to produce the normal form. We here consider two configurations C1 and C2 composed of relations between the main modeling elements including classes, attributes and associations. In UML, navigability is a notion that applies to an association \(R \subseteq C_{\text{source}} \times C_{\text{target}}\). If \(R\) is

\(^2\) The contexts and lattices of this example are presented at the URL: http://www2.lirmm.fr/~huchard/Documents/Papiers/RCA_Pesticide_model_example.pdf
Navigable from $C_{\text{source}}$ to $C_{\text{target}}$, this means that from an object of $C_{\text{source}}$, you can reach (or query, or send a message to) an object of $C_{\text{target}}$. Furthermore, in our current analysis we select only the roles that are named because they have a stronger semantics. In the two defined configurations, the formal contexts only describe the modeling elements with their names. To preserve inheritance relationships, classes are also described by the names of their superclasses.

The RCA configuration $C_1$ comprises the following elements: classes, attributes, operations, associations and roles (described by their names). The relational contexts of the RCF are as follows: $owns_1 \subseteq \text{classes} \times \text{attributes}$, $owns_2 \subseteq \text{classes} \times \text{operations}$, $owns_3 \subseteq \text{classes} \times \text{roles}$, $owns_4 \subseteq \text{Associations} \times \text{roles}$.

The RCA configuration $C_2$ extends the previous one by adding a fifth relation $\text{hasType}_5 \subseteq \text{roles} \times \text{classes}$. This configuration leads to much more complex lattices. After several experiments, we observed that the better informative results are obtained at step 5, probably due to the structure of the UML meta-model\(^3\). Our experiments on the complete process (beyond step 5) are very difficult to interpret. It would be interesting to study this point.

As support tools for our experiments, we developed an UML profile in Objecteering\(^4\), that makes use of the framework eRCA (Eclipse Relational Concept Analysis)\(^5\) for the lattice construction. We applied the two RCA configurations on the 15 versions of the model *Pesticides*.

### 4.2 Lattice indicators evolution

In this section, we follow the evolution of *Pesticides* with information extracted from lattices used as a normalization framework. For each considered kind of UML model elements, we computed the following indicators to evaluate the unicity of concepts within the model and the increase in new abstract concepts:

1. The ratio of Merged concepts: $\frac{\#\text{Merge}}{\#\text{Model Elements}}$. Merged concepts have a proper extent that contains more than one element. They merge several formal objects which have the same description. Note that proper extents contain elements not present in the extent of sub-concepts.
2. The ratio of the New concepts: $\frac{\#\text{New}}{\#\text{Model Elements}}$. New concepts are the concepts whose proper extent is empty. They correspond to the factorization of formal attributes and no formal object is described exactly by their formal attribute set.

We report only the analyses on classes attributes and associations because the number of operations is small and roles behave more or less like associations. The indicators have been computed on lattices at the end of each RCA step for the 15 versions. Visually, the lattices of each version become more complex and indicators help us to go into a detailed analysis.

\(^3\) To navigate from a class to another one via associations, five model elements are crossed: Class, EndAssociation, Association, EndAssociation and Class.

\(^4\) http://www.objecteering.com/

\(^5\) http://code.google.com/p/erca/
Indicators on Classes

#Merge/#Classes: This indicator counts the number of Merged concepts in the class lattice and compares it to the class number in the model. These concepts group classes with same name and same description. This indicator has the same value in all the RCA steps in the two chosen configurations. In Figure 4, we observe two peaks in V5 and V6 while, for other versions, the indicator is low. Those peaks come from the existence of duplicated classes, e.g. in V5 we have three classes called Active ingredient that have the same attributes. Indeed, in V5 and V6, a package was duplicated during a working session. For versions V0, V1, V2, V9 and V10, we do not observe merged concepts: each class owns something that the others do not own. The more the ratio is high, the more we have identical classes. This ratio should alert the designer on the versions where it is high, especially if it does not decrease in the following versions. It is very different from the case where we add many classes.

#New/#Classes: This indicator counts the number of New concepts in the class lattice relatively to the class number in the model. The new concepts correspond to new class abstractions that would be needed to factorize the similar characteristics of the existing classes. The ratio differs for the two configurations and changes during the RCA steps. It reflects the missing factorizations rate. In the case of C1 (Fig. 5), we notice a progressive decrease although the class number increases. The evolution suggests that even if there are more and more classes, the abstraction level of the model improves. This is confirmed by the fact that the project leader regularly factorized attributes and associations on new added superclasses. The duplication done in V5-V6 degrades the abstraction level: the ratio increases in these steps. This suggests that in the duplicated classes there were missing factorizations.

Analyzing Figure 6 (step 5), we notice peaks suggesting a lack of factorization in V4, V5, V6 and V13, V14. In V4, this is explained by the addition of many classes that lack factorization (also visible in C1, but more evident here because of the inclusion of more information in the configuration). In V5 and V6, this is the effect of the package duplication. In V13, associations have been added, and the project leader a posteriori judges that they introduced missing class factorization. Reversely, a significant fall is observed between V1 and V2,
due to the refactoring of many associations inserted in the first version by the trainee. When the model is improved on the factorization of classes (resp. associations), the ratio should decrease in C1 (resp. in C2-step5). When it increases, the designer should be warned and (s)he should consider looking at duplications in attributes and associations that (s)he should factorize in relevant superclasses.

**Indicators on Attributes**

*#Merge/#Attributes*: This metric gives the ratio of Merged attribute concepts in the attribute lattice relatively to the attribute number (Fig. 7). These concepts group attributes with same name (in a model, this often corresponds to redundant attributes). A general decreasing tendency is observed, revealing less attribute redundancy and confirming that factorization has been improved. The ratio remains low. Peaks in V1 to V3 correspond to important additions of attributes with similar names. The peak at versions V5 and V6 corresponds to the mentioned package duplication. After V7, the attribute number slightly increases, but the ratio decreases, thus the attributes that are introduced do not introduce redundancy because either these are new properties or the designer improves the model by removing the repetition of property names.
**#New/#Attributes**: This ratio expresses the proportion of new attribute concepts relatively to the attributes (Fig. 8). With the chosen configurations (C1 and C2), there are no new concepts in the attribute lattice. However, attributes participate massively in the creation of new class and association abstractions.

**Indicators on Associations**

**#Merge/#Associations**: This ratio gives the number of Merged association concepts relatively to the number of associations (Fig. 9). When decreasing tendencies are observed, the designer confirmed that the model was improved by association and role factorization. In V0 and V1 which not contain superclasses and V5 and V6 where a lot of associations are duplicated, the ratio of merged concepts is high because the factorization level is low.

**Fig. 9. C1-C2: #Merge/#Associations**

**Fig. 10. C1: #New/#Associations**

**Fig. 11. C2-step 5: #New/#Associations**

**#New/#Associations**: This ratio gives the number of New association concepts relatively to the number of associations. It expresses the potentially missing
abstractions of associations. For C1 (Fig. 10), the global tendency in versions V0-V9 is decreasing, suggesting that factorization improves. At the end, it slightly grows, and analyzing the models, we noticed that the added associations needed factorization. For C2 (Fig. 11), we notice that V1 lacks many class factorizations, and comparatively not so many association factorizations. Actually, V1 version is a rather chaotic transition from the trainee model to the current model. From V2 to V4, there are very few associations, and classes and associations behave differently. They do not much influence each other. After V7, classes and associations have the same behavior, indicating a needed factorization growing at the end (V13 and V14).

4.3 Discussion

The evolution of the data encapsulation level is highlighted by the evolution of the number of classes. The evolution of attribute number might indicate the level of completion of the model. The relational aspect is shown by the evolution of the numbers of roles and associations. But these numbers of elements cannot indicate if we really completed the model or if we have introduced duplication and redundancies. This is where lattice-based indicators help. By comparing the results of indicators and the known "life" of the model, we can draw advice. The evolution of the number of merged concepts indicates if identical or badly described model elements have been introduced into a version. The evolution of new concept numbers gives a measure of the increasing of the abstraction level of the model or its degradation. The new class and association concepts also indicate the effort needed to reach a normalized model, by computing the number of abstractions necessary to factorize the entities.

5 Related Work

Several well known software metrics have been proposed for measuring the quality of inheritance [3, 15]. For example, DIT [3] measures the length of a longest path from the root to a leaf of the inheritance tree; NRM [15] counts the number of overridden methods (not inherited, not specialized). High inheritance use and overriding correspond to an increasing complexity, but also to an improvement of the abstraction level and of the opportunity to reuse methods and attributes in subclasses. Empirical evaluations [2, 11] of these metrics assess if they can predict faults in software. Here, we are not interested in detecting faults but in following the construction of a class model covering a domain. Counting the main modeling elements gives indications about the degree of reification of the model and the degree of completion of the model. Indicators built using the lattices assess the degree of reification, but more deeply analyze the abstraction level of reified entities, their structuring and their description.

In [5], the proposed metrics measure the quality of factoring in inheritance hierarchies by reference to an ideally factorized hierarchy obtained by constructing a Galois subhierarchy on flattened class description. Here, we observe identified
categories of concepts in lattices (Merged and New concepts) because they are immediately understandable by the expert, who can exploit the resulting concepts to build new classes or associations in his/her model.

Software metrics are included in frameworks dedicated to software evolution analysis. In [14], an evolution matrix of classes is proposed. The size of classes (in LOC) is represented by a variable-size box representing the class in a specific version. Main evolution phases emerge (growth, stabilization, etc.) and specific behavior of classes (e.g. permanently large classes) are highlighted. Pingzer et al. [21] use Kiviat diagrams for visualizing metrics through several releases.

Other approaches use information on the releases [6], or on basic changes or code churns [20]. In [13], authors propose a meta-heuristic-based approach for determining an editing distance of minimal cost between two successive versions of a class model. This distance counts the design changes between the versions and is compared with traditional metrics for predicting defects. Here we want to understand evolution and identify its main phases. We use information on the model elements, and on the lattices to alert the designer on the lack of details or the lack of abstraction of the model. In the database domain, several approaches have been proposed for managing the evolution of object-oriented database schema [1,19,22]. They mainly define the operations used for schema evolution. An evolution combines a set of primitive evolution operations as well as global rules used for validating or invalidating the evolution. Here we propose a set of indicators for observing and understanding the evolution. We interpret results w.r.t. the known evolution history and we establish recommendations.

6 Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we presented an observation of the evolution of the business class model of an information system. Metrics on model elements and indicators on the lattices generated with RCA are systematically computed on the 15 versions of Pesticides model. The results of these metrics and indicators offer to the model designer a dashboard that can be used to monitor the process of analysis of its information system. Indicators based on RCA give a normalization framework for the monitoring, highlighting aspects of the evolution that are not captured by the model metrics. The observation of the evolution of the analysis process on 15 versions of the Pesticides model allowed recommendations to be extracted, that are confirmed by the story of the model.

As future work, we will implement traceability links to better monitor and understand the evolution of business concepts in the analysis process to help the designer. Beyond the evolution analysis, and following tracks of previous work, we would like to better control the new concepts that emerge from RCA to build a normalized UML model.
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